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Thesaurus
Add-on — application that can be installed for certain software to improve and extend its
functionality.
Antivirus of the next generation (NGAV) — antivirus that uses the principally new approach to
detect and repel the malware attacks 1, 2, 3. This often includes BigData and Artificial Intelligence
(AI) methods.
Attack — the record that ROMAD Endpoint Defense writes on the blockchain; the record contains
the information about the software actions unauthorized by an owner/user of the device that can
cause damage to an owner/user of the device as well as alter in any other way the data stored on
such device.
ROMAD DNA — token issued by ROMAD.
Digital signature — requisite of the electronic document that intends to verify this document and
allows owner identification.
Endpoint detection and response market global forecast to 2021, MarketsandMarkets — forecast
for the software market about detection and protection from cyber threats, provided by the leading
analytical agency MarketsandMarkets.
ERC 20 Standard — standard for smart contracts developed in Ethereum network.
Exploit — software code that exploits certain vulnerabilities in the other software code.
Inject —binary output code injection to the address space of process.
License — non-exclusive permit to use ROMAD Endpoint Defense software via its reproduction.
Malware — malicious software.
Obfuscation — arranging of a software code to the form that can secure its functionality but
hinders understanding, analysis of work algorithms and leads to obstruction of the software
reverse engineering.
Ransomware virus — malicious software that encrypts or blocks data on a PC with the following
claim for money to bring the data back.
Run-time signs — certain expertly highlighted behavioral signs of a software.
Security Shark Tank — the U.S. championship in the area of the Cyber Security solutions, which
judges are recognized professionals who head the security departments of large corporations
Shellcode — binary output code that transfers control to the system code.
Smart contract — the algorithm designed to enforce the contract performance on the blockchain.
Stack (in this context) — special Windows memory area.
4
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System calls — software calls to the operating system kernel.
Token generation event or TGE — primary sale of the ROMAD tokens.
End user — person that activates the license, uses ROMAD Endpoint Defense.
Malware strain — modified malware file. The file’s attributes are altered in order to avoid the
antivirus attention.
0-day family — family that was not previously distributed.
0-day attack — attack that no one met before.
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Market Analysis
The digital security is of the vital essence these days.
As more and more data are being digitized, the number of cyberthreats grows. Hackers are aiming
IoT and smart houses. The blockchain also introduces many new security challenges. The smartcontracts that are impossible to update are one of them. A single bug within a smart-contract of
a successful ICO may make a cybercrime group rich. Thus there is no doubt the cryptocurrencies
attract cybercriminals.
It is generally thought the cyberattacks are going to grow in the foreseeable future. The digital
extortion will continue to be one of the main threat vectors in 2018. This will motivate cybercriminals
to find the new and creative ways in ransomware usage6

Insights from Market Leaders
Symantec foresees the following trends 4:
zz hackers are to aim the cryptocurrencies.
zz cybercrime is to use artificial intelligence (AI) for the malware attacks.
McAfee thinks the ransomware will come up with the new and creative ways in extorting
money. Now the focus is on the cryptocurrencies hijacking or cryptojacking. 5
The Official 2017 Annual Cybercrime Report had shown the cybercrime caused 3
trillion USD of losses in 2015 and had predicted the losses to go up to 6 trillion in
20217.
It gets clear the IT security is becoming the part of the personal and corporate security.
This is an expensive and a difficult task to create a protected perimeter. Sometimes,
more often than not, even the biggest enterprises fail to do it properly. The end users
segment is the most poorly protected.

Market Overview

Today there are 5.7 billion devices in the world.1

1. There are more than 8 billion of the internet connected devices (including TVs, fridges, TV-boxes, audio-boxes, etc 97). Let us
forget for the moment about the wearable gadgets such as the fitness bracelets, smart watches and other IoT devices. The average
annual growth for this category is expected to be 30-35% 98. There will be more than 25 billion IoT devices up to 2020. The SOM will
likely to increase significantly 99.
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Android-based91
Windows-based92 93
Apple-based94
Other95 96
Each device, no matter if it is iOS-based or IoT one is potentially susceptible to the hacking attack.
If the average cyber-protection price is $15 per device, then PAM (Potential Available Market)
is $85.5 billion + 10% annual growth as the new devices are being manufactured and need the
protection.
There are 4.021 billion Internet citizens in the world97. Each one is the digital assets owner:
documents, personal data, access key, digital currencies and so on.
Each Internet citizen is interested to keep their digital access protected. The ROMAD company’s
specialists have created the mathematical model that predicted 8 malware attacks on average per
single device per annum. This gives the value of TAM (Total Addressable Market) equal to $32.16
billion.
Due to Microsoft data98 there are just 45% of the users (1.8095 billion people) who install the
malware protection software. Therefore the SAM (Served/Serviceable Available Market) is
$14.472 billion2.

2. TOTAL SAM is $19.218 billion
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The available market segment is divided between the players in the following way99:

The data presented on the picture above is for Windows only. The other OSes may have the different
distributions.
There is also an enterprise sector which is going to invest $96.3 billion into the cybersecurity100 due
to the Gartner’s data.

SOM (Serviceable & Obtainable Market) and ROMAD business goals
The ROMAD technology is unique and proved to work with lots of success stories, please refer to
the “Competitive Advantage” and “Rewards and Achievements” sections for more details. Having
enough funds and resources ROMAD team thinks it is reasonable to target for the 3% market share
in cybersecurity during the 5 upcoming years. This share means $576.54 million of the annual
income. It is also safe to assume the 5-10% annual growth.
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ROMAD’s View on Security Market
The future seems rather dark and ROMAD foresees the new malware species, more cryptominers
and stealers and more sophisticated attacks.
Classic antiviruses (AVs) show low efficacy against modern malware. This is why we got used to
reading the news about the data losses, money thefts, data breaches and so on.
Classic AVs are technologically outdated and cannot combat the modern threats.

9
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Case Statistics
Let us consider the ransomware wave as an example. Happened in May, 2017, the
WannaCry ransomware outbreak has shown that traditional antivirus software is
ineffective against modern malware. The WannaCry was the first one on the large
scale to show the community has just an illusion of security. Classic AVs were
helpless to stop it.
It is pretty difficult to calculate the global loss caused by WannaCry. However the
losses caused only to B2B market for the first 4 days of the attack were more than 1
billion USD8.
NotPetya and BadRabbit put the last nail into the coffin of the classic AVs. Fedex
could be a pretty demonstrative example with the losses of more than 300 million
USD9 caused by NotPetya. Obviously Fedex was protected with the cream of the crop
from the classic AV industry. Nevertheless the protective measures were in vain.
The cryptocurrency users should not feel safe as well. There are numerous examples
of the malware attacks for the cryptocurrency, please refer to the “Cryptowallet”
section for more details.
Moreover there are the examples of the crypto-exchanges hacks that have used the
malware component 90 .
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Solution
A Study on Cyberthreat (Malware)
Today malware is the main cyberthreat. AV industry efforts are focused on fighting it.
The malware diversity is described in terms of the different malware families. The families share
the same “DNA”. The outer look of the same malware family is changing, thus creating the endless
malware strains. This reminds the real life when we get sick with the flu. The “DNA” of the flu largely
remains intact. The outer layer changes so that our immune system fails to discover it in timely
manner. This process repeats over and over again as the next winter comes. The same situation
happens in the malware world.
The AV-TEST data proves there is a huge growth of the strains10:
zz There are more than 750 mil malware strains as of 2018.
zz Each second 4 new malware strains are released.

ROMAD Endpoint Defense is the fully functional next generation antivirus that is using innovative
patented approach to chase the malware. It is the revolutionary approach to cybersecurity. This
cutting edge malware behavioral analysis tool classifies hundreds of millions of malware strains
according to their genetic code and identifies the families that they belong to. There are no new
strains for ROMAD; they will be discovered and eradicated immediately.
11
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ROMAD Endpoint Defense fights malware families, not the individual strains. Thanks to the unique
patented approach ROMAD is able to combat the malware “DNA”. ROMAD Endpoint Defense
processes billions of the system calls in real time. It builds up the behavioral profiles of every
program running on the PC. ROMAD Endpoint Defense compares the behavioral profiles of the
programs with its Malware GenomeTM database. The database contains the malware families
descriptions.
zz ROMAD company had already studied the major malware families.
zz The vast majority of the new threats are just the new strains of the same malware family.
zz 50 malware families are responsible for 80% of all the strains. Therefore ROMAD Endpoint
Defense is not fighting with the millions of the new strains. ROMAD Endpoint Defense instead
fights with tens of the malware families.

The ROMAD Endpoint Defense software is protected with US and EU patents - US 9372989 B2 and
EP 2 767 923 A3, and the trademark.

Cybersecurity Solution
Technically ROMAD Endpoint Defense contains the two big subsystems:
zz Multi-tier filtering system - filters the system calls
zz Malware GenomeTM database - implements the bioinformatics algorithms to search for the
behavioral malware “DNA”s.
Let us describe the subsystems in a bit more detail.
12
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Multi-tier filtering system intercepts the system calls in OS Windows. The OS generates from 5k
up to 300k system calls per second. There is a need for a mechanism that will allow to exclude the
100% “safe” system calls from the deep inspection. The multi-tier filtering system will do the stack
unwinding for each system call to determine its origins. The filtering system will allow the system
call to go through if the system call meets two conditions:
zz the system call is generated from the legitimate process that contains the valid digital
signatures
zz the process address space is free from any “anomalies”
This is what makes ROMAD Endpoint Defense work so fast.
The word “anomaly” was not explained yet. Let us take the fresh Windows installation as an
example. Let’s consider the Internet Explorer (IE) as the process of interest. The modules within the
address space have the valid digital signatures. There are no any “anomalies”. Let us imagine the
user wants to install some add-on such as Adblock Plus. The IE will still become legit as the add-on
contains a valid digital signature from Eyeo GmbH. But should the user pick up some other add-on
without the digital signature, ROMAD Endpoint Defense will no longer trust IE. This is because the
process address space now contains the untrusted module(s).
Let us make the situation even more complicated. Let us suppose there was an inject into the IE. It
often happens when some malware such as Zeus, Emotet, Dridex and so on infects the PC. ROMAD
Endpoint Defense will notice the inject. Now this is the anomaly. ROMAD Endpoint Defense will no
longer trust IE since its process address space now contains some memory with the shellcode. Can
ROMAD Endpoint Defense block any IE actions based on that? Well, no. ROMAD Endpoint Defense will
not generally block any injects as this is a legit technique. Even OS Windows uses them pretty often.
Yet even an inject is not the worst possible case. Many exploits such as Adobe Flash-based, MS
Silverlight-based, pure javascript based and so on do not need the inject. They appear right within
the process address space. The classic AV is helpless here. But not ROMAD Endpoint Defense! As
ROMAD Endpoint Defense analyzes each system call of each process, it is able to determine that
the exploited process can no longer be trusted. It is necessary to pass the specific system calls for
the deep inspection:

13
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The sankey diagram above demonstrates how ROMAD Endpoint Defense stopped the shellcode
of CVE-2016-4117. The multi-tier filtering system had selected the system calls with the harmful
potential. These system calls were scheduled for the deeper inspection. The inspection occurs
within the detector that contains the Malware GenomeТМ database.
This is how the general flow of the system calls looks like:

Let us study the Malware GenomeТМ database. ROMAD Endpoint Defense detector uses
bioinformatics algorithms to search for the malware “DNA”s within the flow of the system calls.
The flow is being pre-processed with the multi-tier filtering system. The pre-processed array of the
system calls is being structured into the “frames”. A frame is the description of the system calls
array in ROMAD Endpoint Defense internal format. The detector is able to aggregate frames on
14
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per-thread or per-process basis. If there is even a single system call missing, the frame will not
signal an alarm. Each Genetic SequenceТМ contains one or more frames. The set of the Genetic
SequencesТМ forms the Malware GenomeТМ.
Malware GenomeТМ descriptions are completely immune to the polymorphism problem which is a
curse for a classic AV. The following diagram demonstrates it:

The data was taken from the ESET NOD32 official website from 2016 up to 201814. We compare the
number of signatures the ESET NOD32 had to issue versus the number of Genetic SequencesТМ
ROMAD had to issue. E.g. NOD32 had to push 18530 signatures for the malware family called
Crowti while ROMAD Endpoint Defense had pushed only 7. Any classic AV would do no better.
The ESET NOD32 was taken as an example because the company is one of the few who actually
publishes some raw statistics which is good.
The ROMAD Endpoint Defense user interface (UI) is extremely simple. The vast majority of the end
users are not the experts in cybersecurity, so should not dwell too deep into the project settings.
Thus the next generation antivirus should be as simple as possible. There is a screenshot of the
enterprise version that blocks Petya (more on that below):
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:

The malware process is terminated. The file is moved to the quarantine. No user interaction is
required.
Use-case I: petya/notpetya/badrabbit/mamba/redboot
Let us take an example of the malware behavioral “DNA”. Let us study the following ransomware
families: petya/notpetya, badrabbit/mamba и redboot. These families were created by the
(supposedly) completely different cybercrime groups. The underlying technologies of the malware
families are different:
zz Petya/NotPetya rewrites the MBR/VBR via WinAPI: CreateFile(\\\\.\\PhysicalDrive0) +
WriteFile.
zz BadRabbit/Mamba uses the legitimate software DiskCryptor
zz RedBoot uses AutoIt which is also the legitimate software used for the testing process
automation. RedBoot also uses nasm to compile its own MBR loader binary code right on
the end user’s PC.
What do these technologies have in common? Thanks to the bioinformatics approach, ROMAD
Endpoint Defense uses the longest common subsequences (LCS) from the system calls logs.
Thus it is able to extract the commonalities between the different malware families:
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The resulting LCS is not so big, theoretically we might have the false positives. However thanks to the
multi-tier filtering system, ROMAD Endpoint Defense is able to distinguish between the legit process
writing to the MBR (such as Windows itself, Acronis, Paragon, WinHEX, etc) and the malware.
Use-case II: cryptocurrency miners
The upcoming cybercrime wave in 2018 are cryptomining trojans. They do not cause so much
harm compared to ransomware, however they do use the PC resources exhaustively. This may
lead to an out-of-order repair of the CPU, RAM or GPU. It may also lead to the data corruption due
to the hardware faults.
Let us study a somewhat unexpected example: Wannamine. Wannamine is the malware, that
is used to mine Monero cryptocurrency. There are many similar malware families out there:
Dark Test, CoinMiner, NeksMiner, etc. The income from the malware campaigns may be pretty
17
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decent: up to 200 000$ per year. Wannamine uses the same lateral movement exploits as the
notorious WannaCry:

Two completely different malware families are using the same behavioral sequence. ROMAD
Endpoint Defense is able to describe each of them individually and this is what was done.
ROMAD Endpoint Defense as well is able to extract the commonalities between the families
such as EternalBlue exploit.

18
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Preventing 0-day Threat
ROMAD team foresees the upcoming malware sophistication. The different researches predict the
malware will sooner or later start using some artificial intelligence (AI) elements 15. ROMAD next
generation antivirus will protect its users from all known malware families. ROMAD will also build
a community-based joint sensor network to combat 0-day malware families in the future.
The possible overview of the upcoming AI-enhanced defense system is shown below:

ROMAD Endpoint Defense downloads the Malware GenomeТМ database after the installation. The
database contains the Genetic and Generic SequencesТМ and will contain the fast machine learning
(ML) classifiers.
ROMAD Endpoint Defense will use the multi-layered defense algorithm to detect 0-days with no
detection-gap and minimal CPU usage.
ROMAD Genetic SequencesТМ are stable and compact behavioral representations of the different
malware families. They create the first layer of defense.
19
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ROMAD Generic SequencesТМ describe the common patterns across the different malware families.
Sometimes they will be able to protect against 0-day threats. This is the second layer of defense.
The third layer of defense are fast machine learning classifiers. They are the most lightweight and
compact ML models that are based on ROMAD’s unique expert knowledge. The fast ML classifiers
are working on the client side as well as Genetic and Generic SequencesТМ. The classifiers are
making their decisions for much less than one second.
The process is suspended while ML classifier is working to prevent any potential damage.
However sometimes even this multi-layered defense is not enough and therefore the data needs
to be sent to the cloud.
ROMAD Cloud servers are going to work with the run-time attributes transmitted by the clients. They
are going to be the most complex ML models that will use Deep Neural Networks, Convolutional
Deep Neural Networks and Long-Short Term Memory that require lots of CPU/RAM power. At the
same time they have the best potential to give the correct answer.
ROMAD Cloud servers are to give the verdict: is the given process malicious or not. If it is, ROMAD
Endpoint Defense will terminate it.
ROMAD Endpoint Defense telemetry is going to contain the file itself (if the end user explicitly
allows it), the run-time attributes and some depersonalized data.
ROMAD Cloud servers will automatically train the fast ML classifiers and push the updates to
the clients.
The biggest job is done on the client where ROMAD Genetic and Generic SequencesТМ are being
used. The fast ML classifiers will be used from time to time when a new 0-day threat appears.
ROMAD Cloud servers will be used very seldom, just in the most complex cases.
As the time goes by, the fast ML classifiers parameters are going to be updated less and less often.
There will be less and less telemetry transmitted and even less work for ROMAD Cloud. As a result
the community will get the high performing low-latency system.

20
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Competitive Advantage
Advantages against Classic AVs (Antiviruses)
The classic AVs chase the individual strains. This is why they need the time to describe each strain.
This is how the process looks like:
zz The AV laboratory gets the new malware sample. This mostly occurs after the attack has
happened already. The irreversible damage has already occured.
zz The sample gets processed.
zz The static signature is created and is pushed to the end users.
Sometimes the whole process takes a couple of hours, sometimes it takes a couple of months.
While the AVs are chasing this specific sample, the new one arrives. This effectively means the PC
is never, in fact, protected.
The classic AVs are always one step behind. The users are never secure.

The 30+ confederate teams have spent 5 years and 5 million USD in R&D.
21
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Case Scenario
Let’s look at the typical scenario. Alice woke up and decided to check her email box.
She found the email with the sbj: “Vacation plans for 2018”.
Alice was so impatient to figure out when her vacation would begin so she opened
an email. It contained the MS Word document. Alice saw the sender. She knew the
address so she had opened up the document. Moreover Alice has the classic AV that
protects her and she reads the emails many times per day. What to worry about?
So Alice had opened up the document and was immediately infected with WannaCry.
As the result her sensitive files are encrypted. Her colleagues went though the same
scenario.
The classic AV was helpless to protect Alice as this specific WannaCry strain was not
yet described.
The next week some of the Alice colleagues decided to pay to the cybercrooks to get
their data back. Alice had a backup and was able to recover the files by herself. Her
data and programs were back including the classic AV. She had read the AV was able
to block the WannaCry from now on. However can really Alice be on the safe side as
the next attack is going to happen with the new WannaCry strain?.

ROMAD is to go its heavy way to the market full of competitors. These are classic AVs, some
altcoin offerings and the next-generation solutions (NGAVs). We are going to study all of them.
Let us begin with the classic AVs:

Solution
ROMAD Endpoint Defense
Symantec Endpoint Protection
McAfee
ESET NOD

Price
FREE 3
24$
40,09$
26$

Avira

28,25$

Avast

19$

BitDefender

34,99$

The ROMAD distribution model is one of the key competitive advantages.
The similar breakthrough model allowed Avast to penetrate the classic AVs market in 2010
25
. The freemium idea suggested by Avast means the end users are paying for the premium
functionality while the baseline product is free. In ROMAD scenario the end users are rewarded
when the malware attack is successfully repelled, enjoying the full power of the next-generation
3. The end users are rewarded for the successfully repelled malware attacks when writing them on the blockchain
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AV meanwhile. Please refer to the “Promote ROMAD User Enrollment – The Foundation of Aegis
Community” for more details. The distribution model would not have been created without the
blockchain. Please refer to the “Blockchain Integration” section for more details.
CPU consumption during
file scan

Solution

RAM consumption during
file scan (Mb)

ROMAD Endpoint Defense 4

5-18%

10-50

Symantec Endpoint Protection

90-98%

50-76

McAfee

65-92%

12-168

ESET NOD

52-91%

17-22

Avira

12-54%

26-46

Avast

60-89%

18-24

BitDefender

92-98%

300-320

ROMAD Endpoint Defense was created with the performance in mind. ROMAD company made all
efforts possible to ensure ROMAD Endpoint Defense consumes as little PC resources as possible.

Solution
ROMAD Endpoint Defense

File scan

Malware
behavior
sequencing

Hourly updates

AI to combat 0-day
threats

Blockchain for
transparency

5

Symantec Endpoint
Protection
McAfee
ESET NOD
Avira
Avast
BitDefender

It is an axiom nowadays the classic AVs core technology which is a file attribution has failed 1, 2, 3.The
future belongs to some other technologies. ROMAD Endpoint Defense Malware GenomeTM sequencing
technology looks pretty promising, for example.

4. ROMAD Endpoint Defense protects the system in real time, no file scan is required
5. planned in Q4 2018, Q2 2019, refer to «Roadmap». Also refer to the «Preventing 0-day Threat» section
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Advantages against NGAVs (Next-Generation Antiviruses)
Solution

Consumer (b2c)/Enterprise (b2b)

ROMAD Endpoint Defense

b2c/b2b

Bromium

b2b

Carbon Black

b2b

CounterTack

b2b

Crowdstrike

b2b

Cyberbit

b2b

Cybereason

b2b

Cylance

b2b

Deep Instinct

b2b

EnSilo

b2b

Endgame

b2b

Invincea

b2b

LastLine

b2b

Nyotron

b2b

Palo Alto TRAPS

b2b

SecDo

b2b

SentinelOne

b2b

Tanium

b2b

TrendMicro XGen
Microsoft Defender ATP

b2b
6

b2b

As it is shown on the table above, the next generation solutions are exclusively concentrated on the
business-to-business (b2b) segment. ROMAD Endpoint Defense is a single player to penetrate the
business-to-consumer (b2c) segment within the NGAV niche.
However there is an extended table for the curious readers to compare ROMAD Endpoint Defense
to a number of the next-generation solutions:

6. do not mix with the classic free AV Windows Defender
24
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Solution

Uses behavior
analysis

Quality of the behavior
analysis implementation

Requires constant
connection to the
cloud

FP-prone

Remediation/
Rollback

ROMAD Endpoint
Defense
Bromium
Carbon Black
CounterTack
Crowdstrike

36
35

44, 45
44
45

26
26

29

Cyberbit
Cybereason

37
44, 47

38

Cylance

28, 30
42

Deep Instinct
EnSilo

LastLine
Nyotron
Palo Alto TRAPS

42

48

39
40

Endgame
Invincea

33

49
50

43
41

51
52

29

45

28, 29

34

SecDo
SentinelOne
Tanium
TrendMicro XGen

31

45, 53
54

29

26

26, 27

32

Microsoft Defender ATP

Remarks:
- not applicable
- insufficient data
It is sad to say the NGAVs market is even more unfriendly to its potential customers than the
classic AVs one. This is simply a lack of information. Sometimes it is impossible to get the product
even being an enterprise customer. When we are unable to get the minimal sufficient amount of
data, the question mark was put.
The classic AVs share the same core technology - file scan. There is no single core technology for
the NGAVs. Some solutions are not using the behavioral analysis at all.
25
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One typical scenario is 24/7 connection to the cloud. The NGAV client should be in a constant touch
with the cloud. No connection breaks. The telemetry flow from the client to the cloud allows the
ruling subsystems to make the decisions in real time. The weak spot here is obviously 24/7 uptime
requirement. Imagine a scenario where Alice downloads some document with the virus. Alice does
not open it immediately. Instead she decides to open it while in a business trip. The connection
is bad, therefore the cloud-based solution simply misses the threat. Alice’s PC becomes infected.
ROMAD Endpoint Defense does not require 24/7 uptime. It does not even require an hourly updates
like classic AVs. An update once per month is sufficient.
False positives are also important. The false positive is happening when the solution falsely alerts
on the legitimate software. Classic AVs are also prone to FPs, but not that much. As a rule of
thumb the most false positive prone are the solutions that use the artificial intelligence (AI) to
combat malware. Therefore their deployment is only possible within the enterprise environment
where certified systems administrators are able to determine the root cause and eliminate it.
Strange as it may seem, the next generation solutions are not always able to detect the malware
before the irreversible harm is caused to the system. Imagine the ransomware that starts encrypting
the files. Somewhere in between an NGAV catches up. However what is it going to do with the files
that were already encrypted? The rollback functionality helps here.
ROMAD Endpoint Defense has a developed ability to perform the system’s rollback and remediation.
Malware GenomeTM database is thoroughly created in a way to block the malware before any
irreversible damage is made. Or it is also possible to rollback some changes once the malware is
detected. Please refer to “Cyber Security Solution” for more information.
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Blockchain Integration
Through blockchain integration, ROMAD is to solve two problems.
The first one is that ROMAD will make the repelled malware attacks data public to the whole industry.
The depersonalized user data for the malware attack will be available for the whole cybersecurity
industry in the transparent and authentic form – on the blockchain.
The second one is to give the end users the ability to trade with their data. These days whenever you
click on any software agreement, everyone is interested in your data. Google collects it. Facebook
collects it. ROMAD will give its users the opportunity to regain the control of their own data and
trade it on their own will without compromise of their privacy.
It is generally accepted to think the 1.0 blockchain implementation is Bitcoin. 2.0 implementation
is Ethereum. However from the consensus point of view there is no difference between 1.0 and 2.0
as they both use Proof of Work (PoW) algorithm.
In general the “blockchain 3.0” term is more marketing than technical. The “3.0” is to underline the
movement towards the speed and less electricity consumption.
ROMAD blockchain will be implemented with the following design principles in mind:
1. Performance. Due to the mathematical model ROMAD specialists have created (please refer to the
“Promote ROMAD User Enrollment – The Foundation of Aegis Community” section) there are 0.65
attacks on the hypothetical worldwide endpoint on average. Due to planned tokens distribution (please
refer to the “Tokens Metrics” section) of 30 billion we get the peak workload of 7530 malware attacks
per second. There are no PoW-based blockchains out there that can handle this transactions rate.
2. Power consumption. One more issue of the PoW-based blockchains is the power consumption.
It is calculated the mining now consumes more kWt*h than certain countries55. It is wise to
remember the huge portion of the electricity comes from the non-renewable sources such as
coal, gas or nuclear. This is why PoW-based approach should be discouraged in the long run.
3. Disk space. This is a serious issue for the PoS-based consensuses. The digital signatures are starting
to consume a significant part within the transaction record. This is a disk space that could be used
for something else. This is especially important for ROMAD Endpoint Defense as the blockchain is
going to grow. The more malware attacks, the more users are there, the faster the growth is.
4. True decentralization. PoS consensuses are often blamed for a potential centralization. The
token owners that hold a significant token amounts can impose their decisions.
5. Sabotage counteraction. Any blockchain including ROMAD’s one is only needed when it contains
no garbage data.
The design principles are displayed in the cumulative table below for the reader’ convenience.
Technology

Consensus

Speed

Decentralization

Sabotage possibility

Disk space usage

ROMAD

PoR

fast

strong

difficult

small

Bitcoin

PoW

slow

strong

difficult

8

Ethereum

PoW

slow

strong

difficult

8

NEO

dPoS

fast

weak

possible

7

small
small
9

significant

For the implementation plans please refer to the “Roadmap” section.
For the technical details about the blockchain please refer to our github repository: https://github.
com/RomadHolding/blockchain
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8. the attacker must have more than 51% of the computational power
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Tokenomics
Token Design Principles
		

Clear Definition of Scopes

Most tokens in current crypto market, many of which with top market capitalizations, do not
have a working product. For those with actual applications running, the definition and utillity of
tokens are seldom clearly stated. This is by default due to the lack of experience of running the
dedicated business and again being cursed by the native uncertainty born with blockchain based
new ventures.
ROMAD on the other hand, takes advantage of its abundant experience already gained from its
years of B2B conducts. Furthermore, cyber security industry has been constantly evolving with
the advancement of technologies and has formed its own culture in handlings; the adoption of
blockchain technology will not drastically disrupt the order of an industry which embraces constant
evolution as a norm. Therefore, the ROMAD token will be designed with clear definition of utilities
and scopes of operation. It will also include the predictable portions in future platform expansion.
This characteristic will be beneficial for token buyer’s decision making and helps to avoid
unnecessary speculation from crypto market.

		

Close Attention to Economic Factors

The blockchain specialists and crypto advisors from ROMAD clearly understand that simply having
a good product is far from sufficient to ensure the intrinsic value and price stability of a token.
A good token design shall avoid the conflict of interests between different kind of community
members and ensures a dynamically balanced demand and supply curve.
The ROMAD team strives to handle the concerns stated above. The token is designed with methods
to capture the network value, stabilizing the market effects (e.g. mitigating the token velocity
problem that is raised by platform popularity, which inevitably cause a payment token to decline in
price) and encouraging positive engagement from participants with good will.

		 Divide and Conquer
A token could easily contradict itself in purposes while trying to handle multiple problems under
different categories simultaneously. For example, it is extremely difficult for a token to be a payment
method, a trustable storage of value and a growth hacking tool at same time, which is ironically a
hybrid form most tokens in this market are claiming to be.
ROMAD as a cybersecurity solution provider which leads the cutting-edge innovation in the field,
is well adapt at software iteration. It might be challenging for traditional business owners to open
up new lines without creating conflicts with its existing business components, but to IT engineers
this is not that big an issue: through decades of practice, there is already a whole set of mature
methodologies to ensure continuity of system performance while developers add new functions
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to legacy systems or even change their mechanisms from core.
The same theory can work for the token. ROMAD token will not attempt to grasp the economy
of entire ecosystem at once. Instead, it will take a divide and conquer approach to facilitate the
business need of each façade one by one.
The holder of ROMAD tokens will never be shocked by a sudden U-turn in the token’s value
prospective (which has unfortunately happened to many tokens where the project team drastically
altered their business model without considering their responsibility to token holders) as the
development philosophy will take care of it.

		 Pareto Improvement
ROMAD believes that blockchain is not just a technology that provide improvement in solutions
and performance, it has the potential to bring a new social order if used well, like what Facebook
and Uber have done to the society101. And thanks to the nature of decentralization, ROMAD is
provided the potential to grow not just horizontally and vertically, but also into higher dimensions.
These higher dimensions yet to achieve are often straightaway stated as the one-shot goal of
many public chain projects. This creates a lot of problems.
Blockchain technology is far from mature and it is reasonable to expect a long time before the
claimed targets are reached. The public chains that try to handle too big a problem (or revolutionize
one entire industry) will inevitably fail to deliver within the expected time frame. This will lead to
huge drops in token prices and loss of trust from the community. Even if the project team is capable
of delivering results according to their roadmap mentioned in the whitepaper, the market price of
the token might have already been driven too high due to the hype and fever of the market, which
means there’s hardly any room for the price to further appreciate in a natural way. While a bear
market comes, all such tokens will suffer from drastic drop in value due to lack of adoption and
genuine demand supports.
These unfavorable aftermaths can be avoided by not making claims too bold in first place. The price
curve of a token in its ideal shape should be natural appreciation according to its developments in
products and services. This is in fact achievable despite the irrational crypto market scene.
The answer from ROMAD is its unique multi-stage token development model. Instead of claiming
one novel goal and state it as the sole target, ROMAD plots its growth into several stages, each
with its own checkpoints and ecosystem to build. Please take note that this is different from a
roadmap or timeline for a single product release. The business nature at each stage is totally
different from its previous one, which unlocks value accordingly. The progress of stages can be
easily monitored by the public market. Even if ROMAD unexpectedly gains too much hype from the
speculators, they would not push the market value of ROMAD tokens to the theoretical ceiling of
Stage 4, while ROMAD’s development is clearly under Stage 2.
The multi-stage token development model takes care of expectation from token buyers and
provides explicit indicators for its valuation; therefore, it will stay more robust under swift market
momentums.
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		 Antifragility
Blockchain is superior because it can avoid the weakness of single-point-of-failure. However, this
does not mean any token created based on blockchain inherits this strength by default. Blockchaindriven robustness comes from true decentralization and node independences.
The design of ROMAD token emphasizes on giving the right to each nodes its right to act on
their own discretions when it comes to performing community works. This enables the ROMAD
Marketplace (this will be discussed in further details in one of the development stages) to selfcorrect its market order and adjusts the price of token closer to its true intrinsic value - just like the
market economy being better than the planned economy, leaving the market order formation to
participating nodes is better than having ROMAD as the sole moderator.
In the network’s final form, the utilities of ROMAD token could resume as usual even if ROMAD as
a business entity itself ceases operation.

Multi-stage Token Evolution Model
ROMAD creates the multi-stage token model. The general view is presented on the picture below,
the explanation follows:
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The table below explains the intention of ROMAD token design, which is applied to the entire
ROMAD Aegis Platform:
Users of the Platform

Payment method

Staking mechanism Reward collection

Bounty programme

End users
Delegates
Business users
Expert nodes
Developer nodes

The application scenario of ROMAD token for different groups of users on ROMAD Aegis Platform
is indicated by the checkmark.

Stage I: Promote ROMAD User Enrollment – The Foundation of Aegis
Community
A solid user base and a wide range of application scenarios is the most promising value consensus
of ROMAD Token. Therefore, ROMAD is committed to building a user base with hundreds of millions
of users like Avast, one of the industry leaders. Therefore, the principle of ROMAD Endpoint Defense
occupying the market is free word-of-mouth communication.
Furthermore, with the power of blockchain consensus, ROMAD sets up community incentives to
reward users with ROMAD Token for recording attack information on the blockchain.
ROMAD specialists have collected the data from the numerous independent sources to compute
the average number of the malware attacks on the hypothetical worldwide device per year. The
mathematical model had calculated the number of the attacks that is close to 8 per annum. 16 17
The end users are getting the ability to enjoy the next-generation antivirus (NGAV) technology for
free. Moreover, users will receive token reward through active participation in ROMAD community.
ROMAD has reserved 25% of total issued token as rewards to incentivize end users’ participation in
ROMAD community for the next 3 to 5 years. Meanwhile, it is very simple to join ROMAD community,
where all that requires is to download and install 2C version of ROMAD Endpoint Defense product.
In summary, end users will receive ROMAD Token rewards by sharing the data and information
after a repelled attack.
To ensure only useful information is recorded on the blockchain, PoR delegate nodes are
responsible to review and verify data to be recorded and will be rewarded with ROMAD tokens for
their services to the community. Appropriate KYC tests and/or token staking may be applied to
select the delegate nodes.
As explained in PoR consensus protocol, if a delegate node does anything malicious to the
community, the reputation of the delegate will be impaired. On top of that, ROMAD designed a
mechanism to incentivize delegate nodes to make positive contribution to the community. Before
each round of consensus, no matter the node is a speaker or a verifier, it has to stake certain
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number of tokens until the round ends. The delegate nodes will receive their staked tokens along
with rewards from the reward pool if they make positive contributions to the consensus round.
Otherwise, the delegate node will lose the staked tokens along with impaired reputation. From
the Stage III onwards, a small amount of transaction fee will be charged for each transaction, and
reward for PoR delegates will come from the transaction fee paid on the platform.
Through years of hard work, ROMAD has accumulated a large number of high-quality business
users, such as Western Europe Telecom, Ukrainian Odessa Airport and ERC. In order to further
expand the application scenarios of ROMAD Token, ROMAD expects these business users to be
integrated into the community ecology.
ROMAD Token is issued to capture the whole value of the ecosystem where the token is applied.
In order to achieve the appreciation of the value system, ROMAD blockchain security services
will receive payments in ROMAD token in the 2B business in countries where payment by crypto
currency is legitimate.

Stage II: Monetization of Endpoints/Nodes Big Data
This stage turns ROMAD users from mere consumers and distributors into active participants of
network by making choices on the usage of their own defense data.
Stage II also includes new players and operations active within the ROMAD ecosystem. Anyone
can join the network as data buyers. Data buyers need to stake ROMAD tokens at the value of the
reward they are going to pay to users who are willing to share the requested data with them. All
details will be written in the Smart Contract for the efficiency of transactions.
There are two ways data buyers can get tokens for payments - from Exchange or/and ROMAD
Cryptowallet.
At this stage, the demand of the token further increases, and with more active participants in the
network, the staking mechanism becomes stronger, which further reduces velocity and increases
token price.
Whenever a new round of virus attack emerges in the field, the system record of the first batch of
victims are extremely valuable for cybersecurity companies to react in time with antivirus solutions.
With the help of ROMAD’s endpoint detection and response technology, each user that installs
ROMAD solution is able to automatically collect the relevant defense data and at their own
discretion to sell it to cybersecurity companies.
The daily user behavior big data report could also be valuable for other IT solution providers (e.g.
Facebook) to improve their new products.
ROMAD will release a batch of smart contracts that captures different types of endpoint data which
are of value to interested industrial buyers. The privacy of node participants will be protected by
self-sovereign identity. Should a node deploy the smart contracts and having its customized data
package purchased, it will be rewarded with the ROMAD tokens for its contribution to the ecosystem.
As a result, not only would people gain protection from ROMAD solutions, they would also
have chances to earn ROMAD token through using ROMAD product. This will help drive the
adoption of ROMAD product and increase the token demand from both crypto market and non33
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blockchain economies.

Stage III: Software Cloud Testing & Rating + White Hat Bounty Platform
It is perfect time to curate further peer engagements when Stage II is fully ripe. Beyond passively
sharing their own data, many technical savvy users on the platform are capable of performing more
active community work, such as general software testing and feedback, or advanced security loophole
reporting. ROMAD would then evolves into a huge crowd-based surveying / freelancing marketplace.
This stage changes the interaction between ROMAD and node users from one-way to bilateral.
Traditional IT companies would either use their own engineers for software testing, or issue a beta
testing version to its first batch of users to collect feedbacks. This process is often slow and costly, and
due to the lack of manpower and active participance from the community, the results are most likely
not ideal. As the ROMAD users are already familiar with earning rewards from making contribution to
network in Stage II, it is natural to create a market for IT companies to issue tasks on open market with
allocated bounties, to encourage users to volunteer in their product testing and clear missions listed
in smart contracts. In this way, the task issuers would gain a better and more thorough testing result
leveraging the wisdom of crowd, while at the same time spending less resources.
Meanwhile, in Stage III, ROMAD keeps expanding its community with new participants such as white hat,
security expert, developers, etc. Similar to PoR delegate nodes, besides technical skills, these security
expert nodes have to stake certain number of ROMAD tokens to be eligible for the node authorization.
Upon completion of certain tasks, these nodes will receive ROMAD tokens in return. The quality of work
will be verified by PoR delegate nodes to ensure the fairness and protect personal rights and interests.
When there’s abundant participance from the ROMAD community in providing reliable crowdsourced
software testing reports, ROMAD can create a dashboard for independent software ratings, which will
gain support and sponsorships from IT industry.
The possible view of the dashboard for the Stage II and Stage III is shown below:
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Please note, the ROMAD Endpoint Defense software plays the important role of sanitizing the input,
as the software that is being uploaded to the end users might potentially be malicious. ROMAD
Endpoint Defense will prevent any of these attempts, thus making sure the end users are protected.
Similar bounty programs can be created for more sophisticated contribution, such as white hat
hacking. In the past there’s a lack of incentive for hackers to disclose the zero-day vulnerabilities they
found in softwares. Now ROMAD can act as a channel to provide instant rewards for submission
of software bugs and system backdoors from white hat hackers, which in general enhances the
cybersecurity scene for everyone.
Tech companies that want to test collect first-hand feedbacks from their own product & services /
promote solutions and drive adoption from high ratings from community / seek help from white hat
hackers & freelancing security experts can purchase ROMAD tokens to obtain the desired services
from ROMAD network. The price of each mission item is entirely set by the demand and supply
between task issuers and node participants, thus reflecting the true utility value of ROMAD token.

Stage IV: Token for the Cyber Security Industry
In this stage the ROMAD platform will no longer be serving just ecosystem participance in its
original narrow scope. It is time for ROMAD to expand and embrace other parties as equivalent
peers into the network to capture the value of entire cyber security industry.
When white hat hackers and security experts are actively participating on ROMAD platform, the
demand of partnership with open source project teams and 3rd party antivirus software companies
won’t be far.
One major problem of current crypto market is too many projects are attempting to do ICOs
for similar objectives within the same domain. They would end up in wasting a lot of effort on
competing against each other and spending unnecessary budget just to seek attention. Such
conduct is by no way sustainable.
In traditional stock market, whenever a competitor firm get listed on the same exchange, it often
presents severe challenge to the price of existing stocks of same industry. Such reactions from
investors are natural: the entry of new competitors most likely lead to reduction of market share
and profit margins.
Is there a way to deal with the problems of both crypto and traditional market through blockchain?
When ROMAD opens up the network to serve the entire cybersecurity industry, the tokens not yet
in circulation can be the tool of ICO or crowd funding for new emerging cybersecurity solutions,
or even serve as financial instrument to perform reverse merge & acquisition upon big market
players. The seemingly unnatural utility is enabled through the power of consensus: whenever
a new network participant performs ICO/share acquisition using ROMAD’s token reserve at fair
valuation, it does not shrink but instead makes ROMAD network’s market share even bigger. Hence
the entry of competitor is no longer a threat but a complement to existing platform.
If the new entrant is capable of providing a better than average service than existing peers in the
network, it will help make ROMAD token more valuable and directly benefits every participant holding
tokens. Therefore, whenever a competitor who’s capable of doing a better job actually brings more
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working capital for existing cybersecurity providers. The ROMAD community which is already well
trained in rating quality of softwares will be ensuring the quality control on new entrants, making
sure that the transactions are fair priced. Everyone in the network will be performing responsibly
for their own good because they all have skin (ROMAD token holdings) in the game.
This stage is a huge leap in terms of platform nature and requires sophisticated design of
decentralized governance schemes. ROMAD will adopt the most suitable governance model when
time is ready. In general, it will allow individual user nodes and solution provider nodes to vote for
a fair valuation and a pass & fail community hearing for any extraction of non-circulating reserves.
Despite the complexity of decision making procedure in such transactions, this token design is
still superior compared to existing token structures on the market. Because for each token that
has massive reserves unsold will present as a natural downward pressure on token prices as the
investors fear that the token issuer may someday liquidate the reserve as a cash grab.
When ROMAD extracts reserves only for the greater good, the further sale of tokens is done by
adding more value to the network, and more importantly carried under the community’s approval.
This democracy driven by consensus enhances the faith in token value and sustainability of
the network. When ROMAD network grows to its mature form, even the cease of ROMAD’s own
operation won’t affect the continuity of the platform.
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Token Metrics
The TGE participants are able to exchange 1 ROMAD token for 0.00288 USDTs.
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ROMAD Aegis Platform
The ROMAD Endpoint Defense software covers the Stage I of the tokenomics. The software requires
the blockchain protocol and consensus to function in the transparent manner.
The Stage II requires more complex software to be written. ROMAD team already has a significant
experience with the machine learning, please refer to the “Preventing 0-day Threat” section of the
document. More ML-classifiers have to be created for the Stage II together with some advanced
cryptography such as zero-knowledge protocols and self-sovereign identities to make sure the end
users are exchanging their data for ROMAD tokens in a reliable manner.
The classifiers scope will no longer be limited just with the anti-malware abilities. The different
user’s activities data may be collected with the classifiers and the users will have the ability to
trade this data with the enterprises. The data, by definition, may contain some highly sensitive
pieces, therefore the advanced cryptography is required to process it properly.
The Stage III requires even more changes to the ROMAD Endpoint Defense software as it is now
required to launch the 3rd party applications as some of them may be written poorly with little to
no attention to the user’s privacy.
All of the activities mentioned will require the safe and convenient way to pay. This is why
ROMAD Endpoint Defense software will accommodate the payment functionality. The protected
cryptowallet is described in detail in the upcoming section.

Cryptowallet
The common practice within the blockchain community is to use the Ethereum-based cryptowallets.
It is important to remember that each member is solely responsible for their own digital assets in
the decentralized systems. Once the access data is lost for some reason, the digital assets are as
well lost forever without any recovery possibility.
Ergo it is logical to assume the cryptowallet owner is going to put the maximum efforts towards securing
the access data. However what one would do in a scenario when their own PC is silently compromised?
MITM (Man-In-The-Middle) is a technology the banking malware is actively using 59, 60. The user
thinks they are operating with the data they see with their own eyes, however the data is tampered
by a malware already. There is a subset of the attack called MITB (Man-In-The-Browser) 61, 62 where
some pretty advanced system programming techniques and the social engineering is being used.
MITB is used to mislead the user when working with the popular web browsers such as Microsoft
Internet Explorer, Microsoft Edge, Mozilla FireFox, Google Chrome and some others.
The ongoing cryptocurrency rise could not go unnoticed by the cybercrime. There are numerous
malware families actively hunting for the cryptowallets:
zz Windows-based: CryptoShuffler 63, ComboJack 64, SpriteCoin 65, SovietMiner 66, ComboJack 67
zz Mobile-based: ExoBot 68, BankBot 69, Marhcer 70, Mazar 71
This list is far from being complete 82.
There is a widespread belief the hardware-based cryptowallets 72 are able to provide the security.
Unfortunately this is just a myth. A number of the fatal security flaws was demonstrated 73, 74, 75.
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The easiest attack required just a single code line replacement to become successful.
There is no paper-based or hardware-based wallet to protect against MITM or MITB technologies
the malware is using.
Keeping in mind the severity of the problem, some projects started offering so called “statistical
profiles” 76 87 88. A statistical profile is a way to determine an abnormal activity based on the
statistical data. Fortunately or unfortunately Ethereum as any other cryptocurrency is a fully
decentralized system. The transactions flow within the blockchain is regulated by the consensus
algorithms only. Therefore it is impossible for the statistical profiles backed solutions to block
these transactions in real time.
It is extremely hard to block77 the digital assets once they have gone from the cryptowallet.
Therefore the right strategy is to combat the MITM/MITB technology malware is using.
The classic approach is to build a sandbox in this case. There are different sandboxing models
starting from the pretty simple ones 78 up to the very sophisticated solutions like Bromium 79
that are hardware-assisted. The specific hardware is required to support the solution such as
Intel VT-x 80 instruction set or its analogue from AMD. The problem with the simple sandboxing
model is the trivial bypass. The problem with the sophisticated solution is the abnormal resource
consumption 81. However the main disadvantage of the sandbox is the passive protection. The
attacker may try different combinations and approaches to bypass the sandbox and the sandbox
is not going to block this activity in any way.
ROMAD Endpoint Defense will have a lightweight sandbox with the active protection. ROMAD
Endpoint Defense intercepts all system calls within the operating system. For more details
please refer to the “Cybersecurity Solution” section. The process that ROMAD Endpoint Defense
is protecting will behave like a sophisticated sandbox implementation. The main difference is no
resource consumption. At the same time ROMAD Endpoint Defense will inspect all access requests
to the protected process for the malware behavior patterns. In case when the pattern is detected,
the benign process is blocked. The dangerous access pattern in our scenario may be even a simple
read access to the protected process address space. This access shall be blocked as well. This is
how the active protection works.
The lightweight sandbox with the active protection is only possible for the standalone Ethereum
implementation. This cannot be some DLL within some popular web browser address space.
ROMAD will have to develop a standalone Ethereum implementation with the security in mind.
This will be a cryptowallet the TGE participants will be able to store the ROMAD tokens or any other
altcoins. The protected cryptowallet will become a part of ROMAD Endpoint Defense suite.
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It will also be possible to export the encrypted backup to the external devices.
The results are displayed in the cumulative table below for the reader’ convenience.
Продукт
ROMAD Endpoint Defense

Has a sandbox

Used in b2c

Sophisticated
implementation

Abnormal resource
consumption

10

Bromium
Sentinel protocol

For the implementation plans please refer to the “Roadmap” section.

10. Windows is planned for Q4 2018; Android is planned Q4 2019, refer to the “Roadmap” section
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Company and Team Background
ROMAD History
The company is actively developing since 2007.
2007
Morpher obfuscating compiler R&D
The code obfuscation project started: program code protection to prevent its illegal use.
2009
System call processing apparatus R&D
A platform analyzing the system calls was developed. It identifies the suspicious system calls. The
system calls groups are created with the help of the bioinformatics algorithms.
2011
ROMAD Analyzer memory digital forensic tool
ROMAD Analyzer is the tool for the memory digital forensics. It is used to determine the presence
of anomalies left by malware.
2012
ROMAD EDR is the next generation antivirus for B2B market. Started patenting the idea.
2014
ROMAD EDR tested. Its functionality confirmed. Morpher is sold.
2016
ROMAD was the winner at the Shark Tank Cupertino competition. Got the «Key innovator up to
2021» status due to M&M research.
2017
ROMAD was the winner at the Shark Tank San Francisco competition.
ROMAD got the DSSZI certificate.
ROMAD got the US/EU patents.
ROMAD EDR B2B released.
B2В sales started.
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Rewards and Achievements
ROMAD has received a number of prestigious awards:
}} Security Shark Tank® Cupertino winner in 2016 11
}} Shark Tank® San Francisco winner in 2017 12.
Shark Tank® San Francisco 2017
WINNER
CISOs present:
zz Colin Anderson, CISO, Levi Strauss & Co.
zz Meg Anderson, VP & CISO, Principal
zz Tom Baltis, VP, Chief Technology Risk Officer & CISO, Delta Dental
Insurance Company
zz Devon Bryan, CISO, Federal Reserve System
zz David Cass, VP & Global CISO, IBM Cloud & SaaS
zz Curtis Coleman, VP & CISO, Seagate Technology
zz Daniel Conroy, CISO, Synchrony Financial
zz Rajesh David, Director of Information Security and Architecture,
GE Capital
zz Mylan Frank Fischer, EVP & CSO, Deutsche Boerse
zz Ajit Gaddam, Chief Architect, Visa
zz Manish Khera, Senior Director, Royal Bank of Canada
zz Mike Molinaro, CISO, BioReference Laboratories
zz David Peach, CISO, The Economist Group

«ROMAD’s technology is impressive in both its simplicity and innovation.
This new approach to endpoint protection has the potential to bring
real value to the enterprise»
Matt Hollcraft, CISO for Maxim Integrated
}} Key innovator, according to the MarketsandMarkets agency report
		 “Endpoint detection and response market global forecast to 2021” 13
}} Enterprise ROMAD version for (business-to-business) B2B has gained its reputation in
Malaysia and Ukraine.
		 Our site for the B2B customers is: https://romad-systems.com
}} Horizon 2020 Phase 1 winner.
		Grant number 817340, TrueProactive
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Partners
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Team
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Yevgen Melnyk, CEO,
Co-founder

Sergey Loshak, CFO,
Co-founder

Volodymyr Hrytsan, CTO,
Co-founder

Evgeny Tumoyan, Senior
researcher and manager,
Blockchain consensus specialist

Elena Lusta,
Integration manager

Anatolii Sviridenkov, Senior
developer and manager,
Blockchain protocol specialist

Rusin Dmitry,
Senior researcher and manager

Vitalii Yeremenko, Senior
developer and manager

Andrii Ovcharenko,
Blockchain development
manager, Blockchain protocol
specialist
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Nataliia Protsiv,
Head of Legal Department

Alexander Artemenko,
BDM

Andrei Ivlev, Senior developer,
digital forensics division

Please refer to our website for a more detailed information on the remaining 30+ professionals.
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Roadmap
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Legal disclaimer
By participating in this token generation event (“TGE”), you agree with the following:

General warning
This White Paper is declarative and shall not be considered as legal, financial, tax or other advice.
At the date of publication, this White Paper and TGE were not either a subject of any applicable
registration procedure or required any other approval from competent authorities. Regulatory
authorities did not examine information provided in this White Paper.
This White Paper deals exclusively with TGE, distribution of ROMAD tokens and licenses on the
software Romad Endpoint Defense that shall not be interpreted as partnership, enterprise, trust
or investment. It also does not constitute any offer of securities or motivation for investment in
securities. ROMAD token is not registered under the securities laws of any country, in which a
potential token owner is a resident. ROMAD token is not a digital currency or any other kind of
financial instrument. ROMAD token cannot be used for any purposes other than that mentioned
in the White Paper, including but not limited to any investment, speculative or other financial
purpose.
As ROMAD token owner you understand and acknowledge that ROMAD token is provided
exclusively and completely with the software ROMAD Endpoint Defense. Please note that token
owner makes the final decision on deposit of cash by transferring assets to ROMAD without any
following refunds.
The content of White Paper, including Information regarding competitors of ROMAD, is only our
assessment of current market situation, that is based upon official and public resources.
This White Paper can be updated or altered. The latest version of the White Paper is available at
the website https://romad.io.
This White Paper composed in English language. The White Paper and related documents may be
translated into languages other than English. In case of any discrepancies English version shall prevail.

Regional and personal restrictions
Residents of jurisdictions, where cryptocurrency, ICO or TGE are banned, restricted anyway, require
registration or licensing, shall refrain from purchasing ROMAD tokens, including but not limited to
the residents of the USA (including any of its protectorates).
For avoidance of any doubt, the “resident” shall mean, inter alia, person that reside in certain jurisdiction;
a citizen of certain jurisdiction who lives abroad; tax resident of such jurisdiction; institution incorporated
or operating under the laws of certain jurisdiction; other representative of certain jurisdiction.
Persons to whom international sanctions or other restrictive measures are applied, according to
the international law, the U.S. law and/or the law of the European Union or any of its member states
are not entitled to participate in TGE and any other ROMAD tokens distribution.
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Taking actions based according to information presented in this White Paper or website https://
romad.io you confirm that you are not:
1. a resident of any jurisdiction to which regional restrictions are applied;
2. a person to whom international sanctions or other restrictive measures are applied, according to
the international law, the U.S. law and/or the law of the European Union or any of its member states.
In case of any violations, the ROMAD token owner, who is a resident of any jurisdiction to which
regional restrictions are applied, or person to whom international sanctions or other restrictive
measures are applied, according to the international law, the U.S. law and/or the law of the European
Union or any of its member states, shall hold any risks and losses arising from such violation.

Legal and regulatory warning
Legislation, applicable regulations and positions of competent authorities regarding the
cryptocurrency, ICO and TGE can change from time to time. The future regulatory status of tokens
is hard to predict. We strongly encourage you to seek the advices of legal professionals in your
jurisdiction before committing any action related to the acquire of ROMAD tokens.
The information presented in this White Paper is not legally binding to ROMAD and does not create
contractual relationship.
For the purposes of compliance with the KYC requirements and laws on prevention anti-money
laundering and terrorism financing you guarantee and agree:
1.
2.

to provide all necessary information for verification of your identity via email or other manner
to obtain ROMAD token by transferring money or assets that are not received from any illegal
activity.

The ROMAD token owner understands that ROMAD use his/her personal data for purpose regarding
TGE and operation with ROMAD tokens. ROMAD will make all possible efforts that all personal data
necessary for the purchase of ROMAD tokens is secured and will be used only for the purposes
related to operations with ROMAD tokens. ROMAD token owner acknowledges that he/she may
ask ROMAD to stop processing personal data or delete personal data when it’s no longer needed
or if processing is unlawful.

Financial warning
All estimates provided in this White Paper are carried out by ROMAD specialists. They are assumptive
and informative by nature and have not been supported by any audit. We welcome the potential
token owners to carry out such research for their own financial safety at their own expense. ROMAD
token owner accepts all economic, inflation, tax and other financial risks regarding ROMAD tokens.
ROMAD will make all possible efforts to ensure that any financial information regarding the token
owners will not be disclosed to any third party unless officially requested by government authorities.

Disclaimer of liability
ROMAD token owner is entitled to dispose the purchased tokens on the own discretion and solely
holds any risks related to such tokens. ROMAD disclaims liability for any incidental or consequential
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damages suffered by a token owner or any third party as the result of misuse of the information or
its incorrect interpretation provided in this White Paper or website https://romad.io. ROMAD shall
not be liable for any losses and damages caused by purchased tokens.
ROMAD shall not be liable for any violations committed by a ROMAD token owner.

Provisions regarding IP rights
The ROMAD group companies own the intellectual property rights to ROMAD Endpoint Defense.
This software also secured by patents and trademark. ROMAD takes all risks related to any possible
claims or demands from any third parties regarding IP rights to this software.

Tax warning
ROMAD token owner understands that ROMAD does not act as his/her tax agent. ROMAD token
owners solely carry their tax obligations under the applicable laws of the country of their tax
residence.

Force-majeure
Token owner acknowledges that ROMAD shall not be liable for any breach of obligations
occasioned by causes beyond its reasonable control including but not limited to strikes, war
(whether decelerated or not), acts of governments, fires, floods, earthquakes etc.

Final warning
TGE and distribution of ROMAD tokens can be considered as high risk trading. By participating
in TGE the token owner confirms that he/she is over 18 years of age, familiar with the content
and meaning of any provision of this White Paper, understands all risks related to transactions
regarding ROMAD tokens and agree to comply with all restriction specified in this document.
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